“The best way to take control over a people or
control them utterly is to take a little of their
freedom at a time, to erode rights by a thousand
tiny and imperceptible reductions. In this way
people will not see those rights and freedoms
being removed until past the point at which
these changes cannot be reversed.”
~ Adolph Hitler ~

Canada
Canada’s Submission to Sharia Law
Canada does not need special Sharia courts. In October 2017, Ontario
Superior Court Justice Robert Smith has already ruled in favor of Sharia
law. The Judge found a Muslim man “not guilty of sexually assaulting his
wife” because the government failed to prove that he knowingly violated

the criminal code, when “on many occasions [he had sex with his wife]
without her consent “as both he and she believed that he had the right to
do so.” The man was found not guilty because it was “his honest belief
that he had the right to have intercourse with her whenever he wanted.”
http://acdemocracy.org/canadas-submission-to-sharia-law/

ISIL propaganda video calls Toronto's Danforth
shooting its top foreign operation of the year
A propaganda video released by pro-Islamic State media praising terrorist
attacks abroad names July’s mass shooting on Toronto’s Danforth Avenue
as its most successful foreign operation of the year. This is the third claim
connecting the deadly Canadian attack to the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant, but there is still no evidence from ISIL or its media affiliates that
the gunman acted on behalf of any organizations.
https://nationalpost.com/news/isil-propaganda-video-calls-torontosdanforth-shooting-its-top-foreign-operation-of-the-year

Toronto Danforth shooter arrested and released
two days before mass shooting: police docs
Two days before Faisal Hussain went on a deadly shooting rampage in
Toronto’s Danforth neighbourhood, he was arrested for shoplifting but
released, according to police documents unsealed on Thursday. The
search warrant applications show that Hussain was the subject of
several police reports dating back as far as 2010, when he was
reported three times as an emotionally disturbed person.
https://globalnews.ca/news/4449672/danforth-shooting-investigationpolice-documents-released/

Woman in Hijab Throws Coffee on Canadians
Protesting Murder of Marrisa Shen
Outside of a courthouse in British Columbia, a group of Canadians –
including many people from the Canadian Chinese community – gathered

to protest the murder of Marrisa Shen, the 13-year-old Burnaby girl who
was murdered by a refugee from Syria named Ibrahim Ali.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/09/15/video-woman-in-hijabthrows-coffee-on-canadians-protesting-murder-of-marrisa-shen/

In Memory of Marrisa Shen
When a government fails, it is up to we the people to stand up. On behalf
of my entire campaign, I want you to know that Marissa Shen is a daughter
of us all. Immigration the way Justin Trudeau is doing it is not serving our
country at all. It is my personal pledge to make Marrisa Shen a household
name across the country. We will do that.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lwe6CCzgUiM

Halifax woman receives note about ‘rape gangs’
coming to her neighbourhood
Halifax resident Laura Valadka said a stranger gave her a note that said
"rape gangs" were coming to her neighbourhood. The note suggested a
search for the phrase “rape gangs” on the website Gatestone Institute.
Searching for variations of the phrase yielded more than 800 results on the
website.
https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/halifax-woman-receives-note-about-rapegangs-coming-to-her-neighbourhood-1.4095525

Liberal MP Leona Alleslev slams Trudeau, crosses
floor to Tories
In a bombshell move Monday, a rising star among the Trudeau Liberals
crossed the House of Commons floor to join the Conservatives of Andrew
Scheer, but not before delivering a scathing indictment of a government
she accuses of failing the country. “My oath is to country, not party, and
my sacred obligation is to serve my constituents,’ said Alleslev. “My duty is
to stand and by counted. I must do what is right, not what is easy.”

https://torontosun.com/news/national/liberal-mp-leona-alleslev-slamstrudeau-crosses-floor-to-tories

Justin Trudeau's DISGUSTING ANSWER will leave
you seeing red....a murderer receives veterans’
benefit
An arrangement by Veterans Affairs Canada to help cover the PTSD
treatments of a convicted murderer — a man who never served in the
military — is prompting outrage among veterans’ advocates and members
of his victim’s family. Last year Christopher Garnier, 30, was convicted of
second-degree murder in the strangling death of off-duty police officer
Catherine Campbell, Campbell’s body was found in September 2015
underneath the Macdonald Bridge in Halifax.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=004m8Q9VXIc

Edmonton city council approves 'sanctuary city'
status to aid undocumented immigrants
"The federal and provincial government have a ton of things they should
be doing but this is fundamentally, fundamentally about affording people
the right to live in the city without fear," said Hamilton. "It's about safety
and security and to grandstand on dignity, basic human dignity, is
appalling."
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/edmonton-city-councilrefugees-sanctuary-undocumented-1.4829020

Victory for BC aesthetician who faced human rights
complaint for refusal to perform waxing service on
transwoman
The Justice Centre is pleased to announce the vindication of its clients,
British Columbian aesthetician Shelah Poyer and her boyfriend Jeremy
Paradis. The Human Rights complaint which had been filed against Ms.

Poyer and Mr. Paradis for Poyer’s declining to perform waxing services on a
transwoman has been formally withdrawn.
https://www.jccf.ca/victory-for-bc-aesthetician-who-faced-human-rightscomplaint-for-refusal-to-perform-waxing-service-on-transwoman/

Canadian Citizens for Charter Rights & Freedoms
(C3RF)
Topics include the curious case of MP Alleslev, the successful pushback of
"gender identity and expression" intrusions on personal freedom (in one
case anyway) and Premier Ford's declaration of the "notwithstanding"
clause. Theme-based twitter highlights are centered on this latter subject.
Enjoy and distribute as you wish.
https://conta.cc/2DhB83S

“Killing Canada” (was “Oh Canada!”) now available
free on Youtube
Michael Hansen, the maker of the important documentary, “Killing Europe”,
released his second project just this past weekend in Ottawa and Toronto
called “Oh Canada!”, now renamed to “Killing Canada”. This movie exposes
some of the truly pernicious machinery within Canada for the purposes of
shutting down all discussion on certain transformational subjects. As a
nation, Canada does not have a lot of chances left. One more term of
Trudeau and its anyone’s guess what sort of culture and legal system
Canada will have by the end. I suspect only the Swedes know for sure.
Please send the link to all you can if you feel as strongly as we do.

https://vladtepesblog.com/2018/09/19/killing-canada-was-oh-canada-nowavailable-free-on-youtube/

Freedom of Speech
The European Assault on Freedom of Speech
Post-Brexit Britain will no longer be bound by an EU Code of Conduct that
seeks to police the online speech of over 500million citizens and ban ‘illegal
online hate speech’. Or an EU law that encourages the criminalisation of
‘insult’. Or a proposed EU law that undermines fundamental freedoms by
purging Europe of every last shred of supposed ‘discrimination’.
http://www.spiked-online.com/freespeechnow/fsn_article/the-europeanassault-on-freedom-of-speech#.W6Ukl2hKjIU

Immigration-Migration
Sanctuary Policies Protect Sex Offenders
I never thought I would see the day when the victims of criminal aliens,
including children, would be thought of as mere “speed bumps” by political
“leaders” determined to leave America and Americans defenseless against
international terrorists and transnational criminals costing thousands of
Americans and others their lives. We the People must demonstrate true
compassion for the innocent victims of these criminal aliens by voting their
political guardians out of office.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271333/sanctuary-policies-protectsex-offenders-michael-cutler

Google, Facebook,
Twitter
Facebook BANS founder of #WalkAway movement
to silence those who choose to leave the Democrat
gulag
Brandon Straka, founder of the #WalkAway movement is Facebook’s latest
target. The social media giant just suspended his account for daring to
even mention the word “InfoWars” on his public Facebook page. In a truly
authoritarian fashion, Facebook monitors were quick to take action against
Straka, banning his account without notice.
https://dcdirtylaundry.com/facebook-bans-founder-of-walkawaymovement-to-silence-those-who-choose-to-leave-the-democrat-gulag/

ANTIFA, SPLC & The
Left
Antifa Website Shows How to Injure Police, Hold
up Banks, Sneak Across the Border, & More
Ever wonder how you can injure multiple police officers during a protest
and get away with it without anyone ever knowing it was you? How ’bout
elaborate schemes to deny banks service to their customers? How ’bout
providing an assist to countless illegal aliens who want to sneak across the
border? A website called Destructables provides far left protesters and
other law breakers with step-by-step guides on exactly how to accomplish
such.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/09/antifa-website-shows-howto-injure-police-hold-up-banks-sneak-across-the-border-more/

A New Color of Censorship from the SPLC
“Bloodmoney,” Color of Change’s smear campaign, seeks to shut down the
fundraising abilities of conservative organizations by pressuring credit card

companies and payment processors to deny access to conservative groups
blacklisted by the Southern Poverty Law Center. Why are Mastercard,
PayPal, Apple Pay, Visa and American Express “engaging” with a group
whose sole purpose is to censor its political opposition without even
providing evidence for its easily disproved lies?
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271310/new-color-censorship-splcdaniel-greenfield

Google's pro-Muslim algorithms
After many years, Texas imam Omar Suleiman has successfully lobbied
Google into changing the algorithm used to find results on Muslim-related
issues. According to the state-run Turkish news Anadolu Agency, Google's
results about queries related to Islam or Muslims in the past produced
"what many criticized as propaganda from hate groups" and "alleged
disinformation." In contrast, now "Google's first page results for searches
of terms such as 'jihad,' 'sharia' and 'taqiyya' return mostly reputable
explanations of Islamic concepts."
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/09/googles_promuslim_algori
thms.html

A New Color of Censorship from the SPLC
“Bloodmoney,” Color of Change’s smear campaign, seeks to shut down the
fundraising abilities of conservative organizations by pressuring credit card
companies and payment processors to deny access to conservative groups
blacklisted by the Southern Poverty Law Center. Why are Mastercard,
PayPal, Apple Pay, Visa and American Express “engaging” with a group
whose sole purpose is to censor its political opposition without even
providing evidence for its easily disproved lies?
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271310/new-color-censorship-splcdaniel-greenfield

Around the World
France
France: Marine Le Pen ordered to undergo
psychiatric tests for posting photos critical of the
Islamic State
Marine Le Pen, the leader of Rassemblement National, has been left
shocked and furious after a court ordered her to be examined by a
psychiatrist to determine if she “is capable of understanding remarks and
answering questions”. The unusual summoning is in relation to Le Pen
having tweeted out gruesome propaganda images from terror group Isis
that showed the bodies of people having been executed by the so-called
Islamic State. And you thought it would stop with the defaming and deplatforming of foes of jihad terror? No. Soviet-style judgments of insanity
are next. And what will come after that? The answer is clear enough.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/france-marine-le-pen-ordered-toundergo-psychiatric-tests-for-posting-photos-critical-of-the-islamic-state

Hungary
Playing Hardball with Hungary
George Soros is a major-league booster of the EU and of its insane refugee
policies, and as a native Hungarian he's especially exercised over Orban's
refusal to heed EU directives requiring Hungary to accept Muslim migrants
fraught relations with the EU. Like the leaders of Poland and the Czech
Republic, Orban is fully aware of the apocalyptic horrors that mass Muslim
immigration has unleashed upon Western Europe, and he refuses, quite
simply, to inflict the same havoc upon his own people – who,
overwhelming supportive of this position, have voted his party into power
three times in a row.

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271349/playing-hardball-hungarybruce-bawer

Iran – The Granddaddy of
Terrorism
Iran’s Proxy Hezbollah Operating Across Western
Hemisphere, Including U.S.
Forbes this year deemed Hezbollah the richest terrorist organization with

an annual income of $1.1 billion, generated primarily by “aid funding from
Iran, drug manufacture and trade.” Politico found last year that former U.S.
President Barack Obama’s administration “derailed” a DEA operation
targeting Hezbollah’s drug trafficking activities in Latin America to secure
approval of the controversial Iran nuclear deal.
https://counterjihadreport.com/2018/09/20/state-irans-proxy-hezbollahoperating-across-western-hemisphere-including-u-s/

The secret backstory of how Obama let Hezbollah
off the hook
This is a long article but well worth reading. "Project Cassandra" tells the
story of what Obama was prepared to do to secure the Iran deal.
Both Hezbollah and Iran continued to build up their military arsenals and
move thousands of soldiers and weapons into Syria. Aided by the U.S.
military withdrawal from Iraq, Iran, with the help of Hezbollah,
consolidated its control and influence over wide swaths of the war-ravaged
country. Iran and Hezbollah began making similar moves into Yemen and
other Sunni-controlled countries. And their networks in Africa trafficked not
just in drugs, weapons and used cars but diamonds, commercial
merchandise and even human slaves, according to interviews with former
Project Cassandra members and Treasury Department documents.
Hezbollah and the Quds force also were moving into China and other new

markets. But Project Cassandra’s agents were most alarmed, by far, by the
havoc Hezbollah and Iran were wreaking in Latin America.
https://www.politico.com/interactives/2017/obama-hezbollah-drugtrafficking-investigation/

Iranians want Reza Pahlavi
The battle against these inhuman oppressors in Iran has been arduous and
long. It is the battle of the true sons and daughters of Iran and the rest of
mankind. It remains our duty to work our hardest to remove these leeches
from power. Today, with each passing day in the Iranian streets, the
popularity of Reza Pahlavi is growing. He has solidified his position as the
only person who can bring change to Iran. People across Iran call his
name daily. It's not going to be because the U.S. says so, or the British say
so, or the Saudis say so, or the Israelis say so. It's because it's what the
Iranian people want."
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/09/iranians_want_reza_pahla
vi.html

Prager U Video: What is Hezbollah?
When listing the world’s most notorious terrorist organizations, why is it
that Al-Qaeda, ISIS and Boko Haram so quickly spring to mind, while
Hezbollah is frequently forgotten? In this video, Tony Badran, Research
Fellow at the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, explains how the
backing of Iran has served to legitimize Hezbollah on the world stage,
while simultaneously making the group all the more dangerous.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271353/prager-u-video-whathezbollah-prager-university

Israel
Rabbi Sacks in the House of Lords
A brave speech in the House of Lords by Rabbi Jonathan Sacks of the
disturbing trend of antisemitism in the UK today:

https://www.facebook.com/StandWithUs/videos/300946534035724/

Palestinian Authority
How does UNRWA impact Palestinians and
Israelis?
Millions around the world were made refugees in the 1940’s. Over 70 years
later, they are not refugees anymore. So why are Palestinian Arabs
perpetually referred to that way? WATCH our new video on the controversy
surrounding UNRWA - the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees in the Near East.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9C0Iju82ik&feature=youtu.be

Palestinian Authority Admits Payments for Terror
The Palestinian Authority representative admits they are literally paying
terrorists in Israeli prisons for terrorism. Israeli Ambassador to the UK,
Mark Regev, suggests making up for the recent aid cuts to the PA by
stopping the payments to terrorists. Watch how the representative for the
Palestinian government responds:
https://www.facebook.com/StandWithUs/videos/272637436911703/

United Kingdom

Britain Turns Offensive Speech into a Police Matter
Which country's police force just called on its citizens to report offensive
speech? Not libelous speech or death-threat speech, just plain old insulting
speech. Speech that is merely hurtful or hateful. Which nation's cops
instructed the citizenry to snitch on haters? North Korea? China? Maybe
Turkey? It was Britain. The nation that gave the world John Milton and his
cry for the “liberty to utter” is now at the forefront of shutting speech
down.
https://reason.com/archives/2018/09/15/britain-turns-offensive-speechinto-a-po

White British girl held prisoner by Muslim grooming
gang for 12 years and forced to have 8 abortions
Sarah was abducted as a teen from her local Tesco’s car park and held
prisoner for 12 YEARS. Repeatedly raped, beaten, forced into marriage
and EIGHT forced abortions whilst police did nothing. As court cases are
revealing, cases finally bringing convictions for Muslim rape gang members,
girls were being abused for two decades whilst family cries for help were
ignored. Police forces were more worried of being called a name, racist,
than of protecting the children they pledged and promised to at their
passing out ceremonies”.
https://voiceofeurope.com/2018/09/white-british-girl-held-prisoner-bymuslim-grooming-gang-for-12-years-and-forced-to-have-8-abortions/

United States
Can We Solve What’s Happening to America?
America, once a first world country, with laws and an advanced culture,
features an average of 23 to 27 Muslim honor killings of their women,
annually. Additionally, 500,000 cases of female genital mutilation now in
the USA, which proves the most barbaric, horrific and God-awful operation
on a little girl that the Islamic religion could ever create or import into our
country—now flourishes in our country. It’s a flat-out assault and battery

on a little girl before she has any choice. Yet, none of our laws will stop
it. We’re being degraded into a 6th century Dark Ages religion by
importing Muslims. We’re being so multiculturalized that we face countless
parallel societies that possess nothing in common with Americans or the
American Way of Life.
https://newswithviews.com/can-we-solve-whats-happening-to-america/

$1.5M settlement for Muslim workers fired in
prayer dispute
A big U.S. meatpacker has agreed to pay $1.5 million to 138 SomaliAmerican Muslim workers who were fired from their jobs at a Colorado
plant after they were refused prayer breaks, a federal anti-discrimination
agency said Friday. Wichita, Kansas-based Cargill denies wrongdoing but
agreed to settle to avoid further litigation, the federal agency said. The
dispute dates back to the firings of the workers in late 2016 after
management rescinded policies allowing Muslim employees to take short
breaks for prayer.
https://www.deseretnews.com/article/900031891/1-5m-settlement-formuslim-workers-fired-in-prayer-dispute.html

Muslim Brotherhood Rep. Ellison’s accuser posts
Karen Monahan has actual evidence. Christine Blasey Ford has none. But
which gets the establishment media attention? Well, which one is more
useful to the Leftist establishment? That’s all that matters, not the truth or
falsehood of the accusations. The Democratic Party has maintained its
support for Ellison’s attorney general campaign despite the allegations.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/muslim-brotherhood-rep-ellisonsaccuser-posts-doctors-report-naming-him-as-abuser

House Acknowledges the Need for a National
Terrorist Registry
A bill that passed the U.S. House last week would create a vital tool to help
the United States track dozens of convicted terrorists whose prison terms

are nearing completion. The Terrorist Release Announcements to Counter
Extremist Recidivism Act (TRACER) would direct the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of Justice (DOJ) to inform
state and local authorities about anticipated release dates and the locations
where the terrorists would live post-release.
https://www.investigativeproject.org/7622/house-acknowledges-the-needfor-a-national

Other Articles
Charles Martel, Where Are You to Fight Today’s
Extremists?
Four million Syrians have fled their country; many have either made their
way to Europe or settled in Middle-Eastern refugee camps. As the West
opens its doors to them, shockingly five of the wealthiest Gulf nations–
Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Qatar, Kuwait and Bahrain–refuse to take in a single
Syrian refugee. Why? The Fab Five recognize too that radical Islam is a

sword with two edges—one edge capable of cutting non-believers but the
other capable of cutting believers as well. It is the latter than concerns
them most as it can be used as a weapon to undermine their own authority
as a royal dynasty.
https://clarionproject.org/charles-martel-where-are-you-to-fight-todaysextremists

European Courts Legalize a Muslim Kristallnacht
In November, it will be the 80th anniversary of Kristallnacht. In those dark
days, Nazis smashed up Jewish synagogues and businesses. And, like the
Nazi thugs of the past, the Muslim thugs throwing firebombs at
synagogues and smashing Jewish store windows, are acting with the
covert sanction of the authorities, which offer them a slap on the
wrist. Instead of the explosive violence of a single Kristallnacht, a slowmotion Kristallnacht is taking place. “Death to the Jews” has a new slogan:
“Refugees Welcome.”
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271346/european-courts-legalizemuslim-kristallnacht-daniel-greenfield

Funding UNRWA: Are European Taxpayers Being
Taken for a Ride?
The concern of the Arab and Muslim leaders and governments over the
defunding of UNRWA stinks of hypocrisy. What have these Arab and
Muslim countries done in the past 70 years to alleviate the "suffering" of
the Palestinians and help them move on with their lives? Literally nothing.
Iran’s average annual contribution to UMRWA in recent years has been
$2,000. Here it is worth noting that Iran does spend billions of dollars a
year outside its borders in the Middle East. Iran provides weapons and
cash to terrorist groups such as Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad and
Lebanon's Hezbollah. Iran helps these groups because they want to
destroy the "Zionist entity."
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12996/unrwa-funding

J'accuse as the New Legal Standard
Kavanaugh is guilty simply because Christine Blasey Ford cries, "J'accuse,"
then runs and hides behind the skirts of her attorney and her #MeToo
compatriots. There is only that one word serving as judge, jury, and
executioner, throwing due process out the window. J'accuse is a true witch
hunt. Remember the presumed witches of Salem, who were put to death
over a simple accusation. Or the millions of Soviets and East Germans
finding themselves in a gulag or a grave over the accusations from a
neighbor.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/09/jaccuse_as_the_new_l
egal_standard.html

YouTubes
Glazov Moment: The Jihadist Psychopath’s
Plantation
In this new Jamie Glazov Moment, Jamie focuses on The Jihadist
Psychopath’s Plantation, unveiling how the Jihadist Psychopath keeps us
enslaved in his prison – and how we can escape. “Jihadist
Psychopath” unveils how every element of the formula by which the
psychopath subjugates his victim is used by the Islamic Supremacist to
ensnare and subjugate non-Muslims. And in the same way that the victim
of the psychopath is complicit in his own destruction, so too Western
civilization is now embracing and enabling its own conquest and
consumption.
https://jamieglazov.com/2018/09/20/glazov-moment-the-jihadistpsychopaths-plantation/

OSCE Katie Hopkins on NGOs, illegal migrants and
Salvini's approach

Katie Hopkins speaks at the annual OSCE Conference in Warsaw.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TbbUzZfhAY

Islamic Doctrine of Women: Why I am not a
“feminist” with Dr. Bill Warner
Modern feminists do not criticize anything about Islam and women. Wife
beating, as an example, is simply a cultural thing and all cultures are the
same. The more brutal the treatments of women who are not white, the
more neo-feminists refuse to criticize because it is racist. True feminism
means universal rights for women, all women, without any exception.
https://www.politicalislam.com/islamic-doctrine-of-women-why-i-am-not-afeminist

Churchill: The Man Who Saved the Free World
The West is free today thanks in large part to one man – Winston Churchill.
Historian and bestselling author Andrew Roberts explains how Churchill
saved the world from Nazi Germany.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djW36C3t_dQ

Crowder surprises lying SJW professor, confronts
him in his own classroom
Think twice before you slander Steven Crowder. In the latest episode of
the CRTV host’s “Crowder Confronts” video series, a professor of “logic”
who posted fake tweets from Crowder on social media and called him an
“alt-right Neo-Nazi” is confronted on camera, in the middle of his own
class. After repeated requests for this professor to retract his statements
were unsuccessful, Crowder, assisted by comedian Owen Benjamin,
traveled to the University of Texas at Arlington to address the professor
directly.
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/watch-crowder-surprises-lyingsjw-professor-confronts-him-in-his-own-classroom/

Please forward this Newsletter to others.
There is STRENGTH in numbers.
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